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In the currently prevailing political climate and the 
present mood of academia, my predictions for an 
archeological expedition into Iayers of Niebuhrian 
literature would have been an excavation of “early 
Niebuhr” (liberal and sometime pacifist), or more 
likely “middle Niebuhr” (modified Marxist, socialist, 
revolutionary). Instead, Ronald Stone has offered us 
t i  new exhibit of “mature Niebuhr” or “standard Nie- 
buhr”-conservative (after the manner of Burke and 
Churchill), pragmatic, reformatory but not revolu- 
tionary, constitutionally democratic, more attentive to 
continuity in history than to discontinuity. It is Nie- 
h h r  of the p e p y f  the dissipation of Marxist 
sentiments and ,th full development of Christian 
Realism. 

Reinhold Niebuhr, Faith and Politics, ed. by 
Ronald H. Stone. Braziller. 268 pp. $6.50. 

~ ~ ~~ ~~ 

The implications of this register of contrast be- 
tween expectation and product is that Dr. Stone may 
have edited and issued a passe‘ and irrelevant Nie- 
buhr. That, certainly, is the view of critics of Niebuhr 
who insist that he was on firmer ground in A.loraZ Man 
and Immoral Society (1932) and Reflections on the 
End of an Era (1934) than in his later writings, or at 
least that his position in the early thirties speaks more 
directly to our present needs than do the Christian 
Realist writings. 

On the other hand, under almost any flat rock one 
can discover :I sun-blinded liberal realist who hungers 
and thirsts for justice, liberation and humanity, but 
who fears thilt revolutionary madness will produce in 
their stead first chaos and then tyranny of the Left or 
(more likely) the Right. For such persons, Niebuhr 
the “realist” is the most relevant and necessary man 
to set before the crusaders who are hell-bent to res- 
cue us from establishment, system, power structure 
and suburbia. And therefore they would (and pr6b- 
ably do) welcome Faith and Politics as a reminder 
and republication of a deposit of political and moral 
wisdom against which all diagnoses, strategies and 
tactics must be tested. 

Dr. Weber ie Associate Professor of Social Ethics at 
Candler School of Theology, Emory University. 

The volume is a collection of Reinhold Niebuhr’s 
previously published essays written, with one excep- 
tion, between 1937 and 1968. Dr. Stone has arranged 
them in three groups representing the following con- 
cerns: ( 1 )  religious faith as a perennial element in hu- 
man experience and its implications for the dynamics 
and the structural requirements of politics; (2)  the 
ethical method of Christian Realism; and ( 3 )  the 
theory and politics of international relations, with 
particular attention to the nature and responsibilities 
of imperial power. 

The title Faith and Politics is appropriate, not only 
because of Niebuhr’s work in establishing a signifi- 
cant connection, but also because of its pertinence to 
the levels on which these disputes operate. On the 
penultimate level, it is an argument over the conclu- 
sions which ought to follow from the application of 
i\ methodology for testing and comparing strategies 
of justice. The disputants accept, for the most part, 
the same methodological framework. Their opposi- 
tion pertains to questions of judgment-Ermessens- 
frogen, as the Germans would put it. On the ultimate 
level, the disputants challenge or- defend the funda- 
menials of the methodology, and stand over against 
each other in status confessionis. 

0 

+ The methodoIogica1 framework within which the 
penultimate arguments are conducted is one which 
relativizes all, ideals and strategies of justice by con- 
fronting them with their anthropological limits and 
possibilities. No strategy can deliver man finally from 
evil, for the disorders and injustices of human society 
derive from man himself and not from the character 
of institutions or any other transierit historical circum- 
stances. None can safely disregard or rightly promise 
to liberate man from the perennial problems of ego- 
ism and interest, power and authority, law and gov- 
cmment. N o  charge against the standing order can 
override the fact that even the most venal and tyran- 
nical orders are mixtures of justice and injustice. No 
claims to truth and universality can escape the taint 
of particular interest. 

The principal effect of relativizing all strategies is 
to render them subject to proportionate rather than 
absohte distinction. If there are no absolutely just or 
absolutely unjust historical orders, neither are there 
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any defensible schemes for total redemption in time 
and history. Each proposal must stand for measure- 
ment and proportionate comparison with respect to 
its anticipated ability to produce relatively greater 
justice, relatively less injustice, in the given historical 
situation in which it competes. 

The particular strategy of justice represented and 
endorsed in these essays can be expressed in the fol- 
lowing hypotheses: ( 1 )  Justice for the out-groups 
will be gained more by incorporating them into the 
competitive struggle among groups within the limits 
and by the legitimate means of a constitutiona1 demo- 
cratic society, than by forcibly and completely dis- 
placing the “ruling class” and socializing the produc- 
tive processes. (2)  The advancement of justice is 
more likely and more secure by way of pragmatic 
correction of the standing order than by way of ideo- 
logically guided abrupt and radical change. 

Obviously, the proposed strategy is anti-revolution- 
ary. In fact, it coincides with and reflects Niebuhr’s 
abandonment of commitments to revolution and so- 
cialization which he had defended in Moral Man and 
Immoral Society and even more sharply in Reflections 
on the End of an Era. His change of mind was 
prompted by historical evidence from Russia and 
the United States that revolution could not deliver 
on the ideological promises, whereas “incorporation” 
and competitive struggle could produce substantial 
although not complete justice. The experience of Stal- 
inist Russia had shown that revolutionary expropria- 
tion not only did not resolve the problem of unjust 
power, but even tended to make it worse by concen- 
trating both political and economic power in the 
hands of a managerial class equipped with a dogmat- 
ic and repressive ideology. On the other hand, the 
political and economic gains of labor and the passage 
of important social legislation during the New Deal 
period proved that a flexible system could allow con- 
siderable redistribution of power and wealth without 
the necessity of overthrowing the “ruling class.” 

This conservative strategy of justice has two prin- 
cipal lines of defense. First, rightly understood it is 
“conservative” in its respect for the achievements of 
history and its suspicion of the capacity of human 
reason and will to master historical destiny. It is not 
conservative as an ideological defense of established 
power, interest and privilege. On the contrary, it 
maintains the tension of ideal and reality from which 
issue the unrelieved demands against every historical 
arrangement, and it is concerned particularly to chal- 
lenge imbalances of power and restore competitive 
equilibria. Second, it produces. Visionaries and ro- 
mantics will remain unimpressed and unconvinced 
by its relative gains, but those who struggle seriously 

for earthly justice will see this route as the way of 
real achievement andmill resist the temptation to 
design Utopia and gird themselves for Armageddon. 

However, the strategy is vulnerable precisely in its 
historicity. The evidence supporting the claim that it 
is preferable to other approaches may not carry’be- 
yond the conditions under which the preferential 
judgment originally was made. And if it is carried 
over despite contrary evidence, it will, in fact, provide 
an ideological defense for inordinate and oppressive 
power. I t  is not surprising, therefore, that among the 
complaints raised against the relevance of Niebuhr’s 
position one finds, first, a general reassessment of 
procedural and revolutionary approaches to justice 
based on a more inclusive usage of historical evi- 
dence; and second, denials of its applicability to 
“underdeveloped” and traditionally non-democratic 
societies and even to the prevailing conditions in 
American society. 

We can get a line on some of the criticisms by see- 
ing them in terms of the two major provisions of the 
strategy: pragmatic correction, and incorporation. 
The “pragmatic-corrective” approach explicitly re- 
jects holistic interpretations and solutions derived 
from ideological frameworks. It deals with the prob- 
lems of the society one at a time-as they arise-and 
it assumes the basic health of the system. The critics 
insist that the assumptions are fallacious and that the 
resulting approach therefore cannot cope with the 
difficulties. Problems of the society cannot be indi- 
viduated and isolated for treatment. They are sys- 
temically interrelated-to deal with one is to deal 
with them all. Moreover, they are not random chal- 
lenges to a basically healthy system but problems 
generated by the system itself-by reason of its con- 
stitutional unsuitability to the meeting of human 
needs in a given set of historical conditions. 

The objections produce corresponding require- 
ments. To move towards a just society it is necessary 
to work from a general conceptual understanding 
which diagnoses the systemic difficulties, defines the 
outlines and identifies the qualities of a truly just 
society, brings unrepresented needs to the fore, and 
indicates the programmatic tasks and responsibilities. 
That, of course, is a work of ideological construction 
and orientation. Moreover, it is necessary to make 
fundamental changes-“radical structural changes,” 
as the saying goes-in the system, or perhaps to 
create a wholly new system which gives expression to 
the ideological discernments. That, to one degree or 
another and in one form or another, is a work of 
revolution. 
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The strategy of justice-by-incorporation, it is 
claimed, m;ty 11avc proved relntivcly effective in the 
thirties in  the United States, but it is not adapted or 
ndaptxble to the most grievous of contemporary 
problems of socid injustice. In the United States it 
is not ;idequate to cope with problems of institution- 
alizcd riicisni, of dislocations produced by the pro- 
gressive automation of an industrializecl society, and 
of the flow of power to the so-called “inilitary-indus- 
trial complex.” Nielmhr acknowledges the powerless- 
ness and incrensing desperation of black urban 
dweIlcm and the preoccupation wid] military expend- 
itures i n  the concluding essay on “A Question of Pri- 
orities.” In “undcrcle\~eloped” countrics or in countrics 
ruled by :I racial and racist minority, the strategy 
is simply irrelevant. There the “out-group” is the 
majority, not thc minority. To incorporate a sub- 
stnntial numerical majority would be tantamount to 
gi\.ing it effective power to rule. The ruling minority 
knows this, and therefore it will not yield. In both 
types of situations, tlierefore, the co~irse of justice rc- 
quires changes in systemic structure and in the dis- 
tribution of power and wcalth that are more radical, 
tl~oroughgoing ancl disruptive than the “incorpora- 
tion” strategy can allow or produce. 

w 
U 

It would not be possible for me to sift through 
these ;irguments briefly. \%‘hat I propose to do, rather, 
is to make some distinctions between the penultimate 
and the ultimate level of argument, and in doing so 
to indicate the lines along which the discussion 
should proceed. 

1 ) Christian Realism ;is ti methodology for testing 
and comparing strategies of justice can and must be 
distinguished from the particular strategy which the 
Niebuhr of this volume believes meets the tests bet- 
ter than any other. That is why there can be penulti- 
inate disagreement over particular conclusions with- 
out challenging the ultimate foundations of the 
methodology. And that is why there is no absolute 
barrier to reconsidering revolution within a Christian 
Renlist framework. There i s  no doubt that Niebuhr 
expresses a general preference for constitutional de- 
mocracy shorn of its liberal illusions, iind that he 
believes every existing political system niust move 

townrds democracy in order to gain more authority 
for its eschrcise of power. Rut he always has insisted 
that clcmocracy is not universally viable. It presup- 
poses tlic long historical development of supporting 
traditions and of a poIiticaiIy competent citizenry. 
lloreovc,r, any pnrticulnr expression of it stands under 
the same functional test as m y  other arrangement: 
cnn it produce ilnd does it proclucc “tolerable” justice? 
If the answer is “no,” w e  are back in the business of 
taking ii hi1l.d look at strategies of revolution-but 
with ;i decided I)ias for pragmatic over romantic 
rcvolutjon. 

3 )  Christian Renlism both n s  methodology and as 
strategy of justice is weak in its constructive phase. 
It does not conceptualize “nlternatives to the present” 
with sufficient distinctiveness to precipitate and 
guide efforts towards qualitative renewal or recon- 
struction. On this point the critics are correct in prin- 
ciple, h 1 t e v e r  might be said for their particular 
recommendations. The reason for this fault is that 
Christian Realisni was hammered out in conflict with 
:inibitious and optimistic schemes of sacial redemp- 
tion. Its “realistic” contribution was to point out the 
obstacles to thc implementation of ideal programs. 
It majored in defining the anthropological and his- 
torical limits and requirements with which every 
serious strategy of justice must contend. Historically, 
its function has been to check out constructive pro- 
posals rather than to propound them. 

There is, nonetheless, a constructive phase. It is 
lociited in the sustained movement towards optimum 
equilibrium of liberty and equality, the regulative 
principles of justice. But it does not predominate in 
thc eniployment of die methodology, and it sees the 
‘constructive alternatives in terms of the issues and 
forces in the struggle over power and interest. It does 
not, n s  ti rule, attempt to impose a new shape and 
orientation on the struggle itself. 

One corrective suggestion, frequently encountered, 
is that Nieluhr should shift his theory of democratic 
politics from an “interest group” theory, which sees 
public policy as the outcome of the struggle of groups 
pursuing their own interests in a condition of scarcity, 
to a “party” theory which gives more attention to the 
forinulation of “propositions in the public interest” 
and to the housing together of interests with at least 
;I minimum of ideological compatability. A second 
suggestion is that the methodology should be de- 
veloped more fully from its constructive theological 
resources-from a renssessment, that is, of the posi- 
tive political implications of love, reconciliation, and 
cschntological hope. 

We nius t emphasize, however, that these sugges- 
tions pertain to the further development of “under- 
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complex, intlustriiil society can be governed by par- 
ticipntory democracy without authoritative leadership 
and institutional controls on leadership, without com- 
hinutions of intercsts, without balances of power. Nor 
should we suppose that the depressing of Icadership 
and the activating of ii wider participating constitu- 
~”99 iiutoriinticnlly improws the quality of social 
dccisions. Also, \vel inust come mightily to grips with 
tlic fact that piitterns of racial ndvantage and dis- 
adwntagc ;ire imposed institutioniilly and not simply 
1)y individual prcjutlice and will, but we should not 
suppose that the institutions are the primal source of 
riicisni. If \vc* f i l  to recognize, its Niebuhr would put 
it ,  t h t  riicism is ;I function of the will-to-power of 
idciitifi;il)le grotips in juxtaposition with other iind 
racially different groups, we shall be about ;is success- 
fu l  i n  coping with rxism in American society as the 
socialized societies of Russin iind Poland have lieen 
in coping with anti-semitism. 

The, inenns of justice must continue to be judged 
primnrily by thcir promise of productivity, and not 
primarily by the quality of the hope which they serve. 
Iievolution may qudify-but on thc basis of prag- 
nintic proportionntc testing, and in compnrison with 
other nie;ins. The strategy of justicc for black America 
surely must l ie,  tlr~cidcd on thrse terms. Revolutionary 
seizure of powcr by blacks is not a crcdiblc possibil- 
ity, nor could it, ;is minority rule, be defended in 
terms of its justice. 13ut black power n s  black aware- 
ness and identity, ancl as the orgiinization of that 
power which ironically has liecome a possibility to 
blacks tis a result of thcir segregation by a racist white 
society, pro\,idcs the muscle with which blacks in 
America can make the incorporation strategy-and 
therefore the politicnl ancl economic system-work on 
their behalf. Of course, that means coalition with 
other groups and struggle within the systcm rather 
than simply agiiinst it. And that suggcstion will offend 
the purists. H u t  ;i black powcr incorporntionist ap- 
p r o d i  meets thc realities of the historicid moment 
with regard to the possibilities of justicc far niorc 
effectively than citlirr integrntion or black sepnratism 
alone. 

5) IVe have contcnded that the ultimatc level of 
dispute is confessionnl, kind that clearly is true, be- 
cause the iirgunlcmts terminate in decisions about the 
nature i d  the worth of human and political reality. 
That w;is evident in the contention over the primacy 
of anthropology or history, and the evidence is coil- 
firmed when one moves from thc conceptualizatioii 
to tiction. The quiility and commitment of action de- 
pends in large pnrt on whether one is able to live with 
ambiguity and partial results in hope of fulfillnient 
beyond history, or whether onc must force earth 

and time to bcbconic heaven and eternity, or whether 
one can find meaning and purpose neither within 
history nor beyond. 

Therc is evidence iilso in the fact that some of the 
pilrtieipan ts in con temporary struggles want more 
than just iccthey want salvation. That surely is the 
meaning of thc widespread eschatological language 
in “new left” literature: the hope for a wholly new 
future, the conflict Iwtwecm the old order and the 
new, the germinal prcwnce in the “movement” of the 
order that is to come, the joy of the common meal 
with its remembrance of past confrontations and its 
hope for the promised deliverance. That also is a 
niiijor source of pcril to the struggle for justice, as for 
c ~ x a m p l c ~  when revolutionary confrontation becomes 
a way of life and the battle over particular issues 
serves the self-affirmation of the revolutionary more 
than the victims of injustice. 

Tlic confessional and religious character of the in- 
tellc~tual tlisputcxs and the actional encounters con- 
firms the point which Niebuhr made against some of 
the “death of God” thcologians in the opening essay, 
and which is either explicit or implicit throughout the 
volumc ns ii whole: that man is incurably a religious 
h i n g  who piirsucs the meaning of existence in social 
contcxts 11s well ns individual endeavors, and that his 
Icligiousness is the source both of his acceptance of 
trittisrational iiuthority illid of his tendency towards 
the demonic use of power in his possession. The con- 
fcssional ;incl religious character of the conflicts con- 
firms yet iinothc~r point: that questions of politics and 
ethics ultimiitely ;ire theological. 

. 6) One other important criticism of Christian Real- 
ism is out of the linc of argument which has been 
dc\x~lopcd in this review, but it is important and 
th(wforc~ should be mentioned. I refer to Paul Ram- 
sc~y’s comp1;iint that Niebuhr puts all ethical judgment 
iinder thci criterion of proportion and does not con- 
sider that some iicts ought never to be done because 
they are intrinsiciilly immoral. I would support the 
reconsiclcration of this point in any efforts to reformu- 
Iilte ii Christian politico1 ethic, but I believe that in 
pxcticc it  would posc n inore serious problem for 
N i c h h ’ s  rcvolutionnry critics than for Christian 
Re a 1‘ ism. 

Niebulir’s politicid theology and ethics I conclude, 
rcquire substantially more development in their con- 
structive asp‘cts-~articul3rly out of the theological 
resourcos, but nlso froin a more open estimate of 
Iiistoricul possibilities. However, the Christian Realist 
anthropology is the necessary foundation for an 
etliica politica perennis. 
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